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VERSION INFORMATION
Drobo Firmware: Version 3.5.14 [9.48.94141]

KEY HIGHLIGHTS
This is a firmware update for B810n.

Fixes in 3.5.14
• Bug fixes and improvements in specific network config issues

Fixes in 3.5.13
• Addresses the samba vulnerability CVE-2017-7494

Fixes in 3.5.12
• Fix issue with B810n showing up as a “?” in Finder on Mac Sierra
• Samba update to address some security fixes
• Categorize DroboApps
• Miscellaneous bug fixes

Fixes in 3.5.11
• Fix “Out of space” errors seen in Win clients using smb
• Fix DroboDR stall seen in certain environments

Enhancement in 3.5.9
• Support for myDrobo and DroboAccess

KNOWN ISSUES
General Issues

• If files have extended attributes of size >4KB (generated by certain Windows applications), those attributes will be lost when the file is copied over to the Drobo.

BEST PRACTICES
In accordance with industry best practices, you should always backup your data before any firmware upgrade. For more information, please visit www.drobo.com/support.

Make sure that you keep all software up to date. This includes Drobo Dashboard, which as of this writing the latest release is 3.1.3.
RELATED TECHNICAL DOCUMENTATION

Current Drobo technical reference materials are available on the Drobo Support Website (http://www.drobo.com/support.html). This includes:

- Knowledge Base
- Best Practices
- Product Documentation
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